
Unit 3 Vocabulary Log 

 

Word Part of Speech Meaning Translation 

active Adjective very physical or busy  

delicious Adjective tastes good  

fresh Adjective newly made or picked; 
not old or spoiled 

 

spicy Adjective burns your mouth  

close Adjective near  

important Adjective having power; serious  

dangerous Adjective not safe  

healthy Adjective good for your body  

salty Adjective a lot of salt  

sour Adjective tastes like a lemon  

difficult Adjective not easy; hard  

sweet Adjective tastes like sugar  

avoid Verb try not to do  

flavor Noun the taste of something  

ingredient Noun what’s in a dish  

nutritious Adjective healthy; has a lot of 
nutrients 

 

organic Adjective grown without chemicals  



Word Part of Speech Meaning Translation 

social Adjective if you like to be with 
other people 

 

vegetarian Noun/Adjective doesn’t eat animal 
products 

 

prefix Noun the part of the word that 
comes at the beginning 

 

suffix Noun the part of the word that 
comes at the end 

 

nondairy Adjective no milk products  

nonfat Adjective no fat  

salt-free Adjective no salt  

sugar-free Adjective no sugar  

unfriendly Adjective not friendly  

unhealthy Adjective not healthy  

unsafe Adjective not safe; dangerous  

unusual Adjective not normal; strange  

artificial Adjective fake; not natural  

fattening Adjective has a lot of fat  

allergic Adjective to have an allergy to a 
food 

 

fast food Noun cheap and unhealthy food 
that is made quickly 

 

survey Noun a list of questions  

choose Verb to pick  



Word Part of Speech Meaning Translation 

bake Verb to cook in the oven  

grow Verb to raise a plant; to help a 
plant get bigger 

 

buy Verb to purchase; to get with 
money 

 

cook Verb to prepare food  

drink Verb to take in liquid  

eat Verb to take in food  

enjoy Verb to have fun  

feel Verb to have an emotion about  

find Verb to get or discover  

go Verb to move or travel to a 
place 

 

hate Verb to dislike very strongly  

have Verb to possess; to own  

like Verb to enjoy; to get pleasure 
from 

 

listen Verb to hear actively  

love Verb to have a strong feeling of 
affection for 

 

make Verb to produce  

need Verb to require  

can’t stand Verb to really dislike  



Word Part of Speech Meaning Translation 

start Verb to begin  

tell Verb to say or write something 
to someone 

 

try Verb to attempt to do 
something 

 

want Verb to desire or wish for  

because Conjunction for the reason of  

 


